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Login Enterprise

Act Before Performance Suffers

Give the Business What it Wants

Identify problems in preproduction

Resolve problems before they impact the business

As enterprises continue to evolve, the number of
business-critical applications increases, and the
environments they run in grow in complexity, resulting in
a monitoring challenge. 68% of enterprises are using up
to five monitoring tools for the digital workspace. Yet, the
most common complaint is that applications do not launch
properly or run slowly, resulting in a poor user experience.

There is a major disconnect between what infrastructure
and operations (I&O) teams monitor and what the business
cares about – resolving performance problems before
they impact the business.

Gartner said, “Testing is the new monitoring.”* Smart
CIOs know that monitoring desktop and application
performance in the enterprise without pre-testing is like
playing Russian Roulette: it’s a matter of when, not if.

Monitoring is reactive. Testing is proactive. Testing
expands your safety net and catches failures before they
affect production. Automated testing:

*Gartner, 2021 Strategic Roadmap for IT Operations Monitoring, October 2020

To improve business outcomes and user experience, I&O
leaders must evolve from reactive, component-based
monitoring to a holistic, pro-active testing approach.

•

Goes beyond the question “is it working?” to “is the
business running properly?”

•

Closes the gap between user experience and business objectives

•

Validates the uptime and effectiveness of your business-critical apps, 24/7

•

Greatly reduces the cost of a failure and its fix when
not in production

Test with Login Enterprise

Login Enterprise Benefits

Maximize the end-user experience for all digital
workspaces

Login Enterprise maximizes the end-user experience
for all digital workspaces, eliminating poor application
performance and downtime, delivering the following
benefits to the enterprise:

Login Enterprise is an automated testing platform that
predicts performance, ensures business continuity, and
reduces risk. Login Enterprise tests the desktop and applications as a whole, from preproduction to production. An
optimal end-user experience is a critical success factor for
all SBC, VDI, and DaaS deployments.
Login Enterprise is the market leader in synthetic testing
and offers a complete software solution to maximize and
safeguard the performance, scalability, and availability of
applications and virtual desktop environments, including
the cloud. Login VSI is 100% vendor-independent and
used in VMware Horizon, Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops,
Microsoft Remote Desktop Services (RDS), and Azure
Virtual Desktop.

Accelerate Time to Market: Move changes and new
releases into production faster
Reduce Risk: Eliminate uncertainty and disruption of
business services
Decrease Cost: Improve problem remediation and
eliminate overspending
Quick Time to Value: The software includes many
popular application workload templates
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automated testing platform that predicts performance, ensures business continuity, and reduces risk.

Login VSI maximizes the end-user experience for all digital workspaces. Login Enterprise is an

